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Over the last two decades of the 20th century, a rapid and forceful shift took place in the hierarchy of genres of the Basque literary system: the novel displaced poetry and worked itself into the central canon (Olaziregi 2012b: 161; Gabilondo 2013a: 22-3).​[1]​ Consequently, the latest accounts on the overall evolution of contemporary Basque literature have focused on the analysis of novels and found among them the most representative works of the period.​[2]​
	Those accounts differ greatly on the criteria chosen to characterise the evolution of Basque novels since 1975. Olaziregi states above all the extreme difficulty of drawing a comprehensive picture of ‘such a heterogeneous narrative reality’ (2012b: 161).​[3]​ She puts forward eclecticism as the best way to characterise contemporary Basque narrative, and structures her account as a diverse taxonomy of narratological elements—themes, authors, spaces—that comprises the Civil War, women´s writing, postmodern spaces, terrorism, and other tendencies. Gabilondo pursues a more synthetic idea, which complements the suggestion that 20th-century Basque literature aimed above all at providing the Basques with a national allegory, an account of their singularity that would support and justify the vision of a sovereign Basque nation (2006: 27). He proposes that contemporary Basque literature has now reached a postnational stage where the former urgency to produce a self-affirming and empowering representation of the Basque nation has faded away (2013: 16-8). 
	My approach here is placed halfway between Olaziregi’s and Gabilondo’s and has points of convergence and divergence with both. Heterogeneity stands out as the first feature to mention when describing contemporary Basque fiction and Olaziregi’s taxonomy considerably advances our understanding of it. However, a more significant diversity remains unaccounted for underneath the categories in Olaziregi’s classification. For example, novels dealing with the theme of terrorism hold fundamental differences with regard to the concepts of nation and nationality, such as the extent to which the nation is considered as a given, the importance assigned to nationality as a factor in the formation of individual identities, or the level of commitment expected from individuals in times when the nation is under threat. Those differences originate at ontological and epistemological levels, where fundamental philosophical questions such as the nature of reality or the possibility of true knowledge are entertained. Then, my contention is that the diversity observed within contemporary Basque fiction is best explained by resorting to the level of worldviews, or Weltanschauung. Thus, I will offer here a tentative typology of worldviews at work in contemporary Basque fiction with the aim of capturing the diversity of the field at its most organic level.​[4]​
	The criteria employed here to identify worldviews and establish a typology are the concepts of telos and reason, which have been central to the Modernity debates of the second half of the 20th century. According to one of the best known narratives on this matter, the guiding principle of the project of Modernity is reason, which lightens up darkness to slowly unveil the inner logic of the world until the telos of absolute knowledge is reached.​[5]​ The process ends with the revelation of the true nature of every entity or form of being and the consequent opportunity for humans to behave fairly to all of them. Such a narrative implies a representation of the world in terms of essences―namely sets of attributes that define entities and are necessary to their identity and function.​[6]​ Yet this modern worldview has been vigorously challenged by postmodernist thinkers.​[7]​ Despite affirming that reason should by no means be overthrown and that certain finality should always preside over human actions, postmodernism rejects the idea of absolute knowledge―and hence the way Modernity has conceived of reason and telos―by introducing a non-essentialist worldview according to which reality is unavoidably entangled with areas of ontological indeterminacy and epistemological undecidability. Entities do not exist within clear-cut limits that undoubtedly determine what they are and what they are not; those limits exist but are blurry, and so human reason is also unable to decide what things really are in themselves.​[8]​ My contention is that the diversity of worldviews reflected by contemporary Basque novels is best perceived by taking as a frame of reference the tension between modern essentialism and postmodernist non-essentialism. 
	As I will illustrate later on, the evolution from modern to postmodernist positions in contemporary Basque fiction is characterised by a progressive discredit of the project of Modernity that has given rise to different worldviews.​[9]​ The first stages hold firmly onto modern essentialism as they adopt as a principle the idea that the world’s entities conform inherently to a true nature, even if this might not be immediately apparent to human reason. Yet they diverge by growing more and more sceptical of the possibility that humans eventually unveil the true nature of things. The real turning point within this evolution comes along with the appearance of postmodernism and its acceptance of the absence of essences and the limits of human reason.​[10]​
	In the next few pages, I present a typology of four worldviews aiming to capture the diversity that informs the field of Basque fiction over a period of around thirty years after 1975.​[11]​ It combines a number of fundamental contributions from the vast field of scholarship on postmodernism and poststructuralism and adapts them to reflect the peculiarities of contemporary Basque novels. I introduce the typology by analysing in detail four representative novels of the period as examples of each type.​[12]​ 

I. The utopian worldview of premodernism: 
Koldo Izagirre’s Metxa esaten dioten agirretar baten ibili herrenak (1991)​[13]​
This novel is one of the clearest instances of utopian worldviews in contemporary Basque fiction.​[14]​ Metxa is a retired workman who meets the stereotype of the old, grumpy, self-sufficient fellow who, at the same time, proves himself to be a most caring and warm-hearted person. He leads a life of intense social and political commitment against the abusive status quo and its oppression of both the working class and the Basque nation. Endowed with an extreme sensitivity to injustice, Metxa has developed a sharp critical awareness and a permanent rebellious stance. At times he targets the representatives of capital. At his retirement party, for example, when the executive manager presents him with a stylish luxury watch as token of appreciation for all his work at the company, Metxa drops it on the floor with both pride and utter disdain, exposing a blunt attempt to conceal forty years of exploitation (9). On other occasions, he denounces political abuses, such as those that occur at his nephew Beñat´s school. A teacher calls Metxa in for a talk over how traumatic it might be for the child to be told about the atrocities that took place in town during the Civil War. Metxa protests over a request to repress memory that comes precisely from the teacher son of Pako Katortze, one of those most actively involved in summary executions at the time. What Metxa finds really traumatic is that the descendants of the oppressors go on to erase the memory of the victims on the hypocritical pretext of an alleged common welfare that he deeply distrusts (43-4).
	 Despite his strong sense of solidarity, Metxa never joins any group or association, remaining always on his own, as a lone ranger. Indeed, the victims of oppression, those who should first stand against injustice are blind to their own situation, unaware of the unacceptable state of affairs. Even when they get together for the fight they go wrong and astray, and end up making decisions that Metxa can never really support. When the electricity company cuts off the supply to Sabina´s, the needy street seller, Metxa retrieves out of his old junk-boxes the drawings of a device he got to know years ago, the Pelton turbine. He heads for the gaztetxe, where he expects to find enthusiastic support for the plan he has in mind.​[15]​ The young, together with a leftist town councillor, are preparing a blackout against the energy company. Metxa´s idea is to organise a workshop to fabricate Pelton turbines, which everyone can use to produce electricity at home and so become energetically self-sufficient. Yet they dismiss the proposal, taking the old man for a fool. Metxa gives up and storms out of the place, unable to understand how such a simple, sensible and achievable plan may have been rejected even by his own comrades (11-8).
	Izagirre follows a double strategy to persuade us of the genuineness of the worldview projected by his novel. First, the amount and harshness of the offences reported are intended to prove that we live in a situation of complete alienation. Second, Metxa´s unshakable conviction that a radical change if possible is aimed to project beyond that realm of alienation a crystal-clear and approachable horizon of justice and freedom. Izagirre’s diagnosis is unequivocal: we are confused, unaware of our state of alienation and detached from the real truth of life. Thus, Izagirre puts forward a well-known binary opposition as a model of reality, that is, surface versus depth, being the former associated to deceptive appearances, and the latter to ultimate truths. Those ultimate truths are what Izagirre signals as the goal that we ought to achieve as humans, the socio-political telos of social justice and national freedom that should guide all our actions.​[16]​ Fortunately, this unwanted state of affairs can be sorted out. In fact, we are just victims of ourselves, of the limits and inabilities that we have imposed on ourselves. That is why all the criticism that this novel exudes is not mainly directed to the immediate originators of oppression and injustice, but to all of us who respond to those offences with docility, obedience, or even indifference, those who have not yet become Agirres, as we are too naïve to realize the truth and stop being just ordinary people.​[17]​ 
The first step into change would be to awaken to the truth of things, to realize our clumsy state of alienation, a step that could only be taken by a proper use of our cognitive capabilities, our reason. In this sense, Metxa is very clear about his mission in life, namely to raise awareness of the subjugation in which we all subsist and awaken us to the fight for justice. Thus Izagirre adopts a satirical stance against our alleged state of general confusion, and imbues his literature with the aim of showing us our faults and misjudgements as well as the correct path towards Utopia. It is the same stance that Alan Wilde calls mediate irony and links to premodernism, the first stage in the development of modern thought within 20th-century Western narrative, a stage in which the project of reaching purported Truth and Justice through Reason is still intact and in full force.​[18]​ 
	
II. The nostalgic worldview of early modernism: 
Joan Mari Irigoien’s Poliedroaren hostoak (1982)​[19]​
As has been shown, Izagirre’s Metxa has a clear focus on socio-political issues. Without putting totally aside those matters, Irigoien’s Poliedroaren hostoak deals mainly with individual issues. Developing a plot close to the Bildungsroman, it relates the story of a young man in search for his true self and his right place in society.​[20]​ At the beginning of the narrative, J., the narrator and protagonist, is given by his father the manuscript of a novel written by his uncle Joxe before he passed away years ago in the Civil War. Uncle Joxe was a peculiar person, a contradictory character, a man broken into hundreds of pieces. As J.’s father explains, ‘by means of this novel, Joxe wanted to account for his true self’ (16). J. identifies immediately with uncle Joxe and his struggle. Thus from the very start we find neatly delineated the model of reality that grounds the entire plot: the fragmentation observed by the narrator-protagonist within himself is held to be false, deceitful; the true state of the self is wholeness, which must be hidden in a yet unknown realm of reality. Uncle Joxe’s endeavour, taken up in turn by J. as his own, runs according to the modern pattern of a telos that involves disclosing the true nature of things―a whole and authentic self, in this case―and is reached through a process of knowledge guided by reason.​[21]​ 
	Irigoien’s novel is composed of the two books written by uncle Joxe and J. in search for their ideal. Uncle Joxe writes the story of the two main lineages among his ancestors, the Elizaldes and the Ibargoyens, composing an allegorical narrative that aims to explain his own fragmented self in terms of the mingling of two irreconcilable forces: the Soil of the Elizaldes, and the Wind of the Ibargoyens. However, unity and wholeness remain unreached, as the disintegrating power of the opposing forces proves itself unstoppable. The third generation of the genealogy unfolded in uncle Joxe’s book does actually attain somewhat of a dialectical synthesis between opposites: Leandro Elizalde and Andres Ibargoyen, aware of their own hybrid condition, tolerate and even appreciate each other. Yet that fragile harmony will collapse as soon as the Civil War breaks out, bringing disorder back into both society and individuals (216-25). 
	J., on the other hand, having deeply identified with the desire for a whole self, sets out to unveil the mystery surrounding uncle Joxe’s last few months of life in the belief that by doing so he will also gain key insight into his own inner conflict. Uncle Joxe, indeed, acting against his most cherished principles, joined the Francoists to fight the war, provoking extreme astonishment all around him. J. eventually finds out that the fascist mayor at that time, don Antonino, had threatened to kill uncle Joxe’s mother if he did not join the rebel troops. Yet unveiling his uncle’s mystery does not really provide J. with the key to understand his own suffering, as he had illusively believed. He continues his search for completeness, swinging to and fro between two contrary poles of experience that cancel each other out: on the one hand, epiphanic or revelatory moments, in which he has the vivid impression of having finally found his truth; on the other, moments of disillusion, which indefectibly follow the former ones. As J. puts it: ‘Whenever I seemed to have definitely secured in place all sides of the polyhedron, a new facet grew unexpectedly at one of the edges, as if the polyhedron-tree were endlessly blooming. The closer, the further (…)’ (326). The so intensely yearned-for true and complete self, so real in appearance, remains thus perpetually unreachable. 
	Although J. does not manage to confirm the hypothesis that truth would eventually be unveiled, he never abandons the idea that the world must conform to an inherent truth. He actually seems unable to entertain an alternative model of reality. Thus J.’s experience of the world results in an insolvable paradox: reality is not as previously envisioned, but there is no other way of envisioning reality. This paradox troubles J. to the point of making him feel sick and have hallucinations. At the end of the narrative, Dante Alighieri appears to J. in one of those visions and gives him a pen. Writing provides J. with some relief and helps him keep some distance from reality (341-3). 
Irigoien’s novel presents us with a paradigmatic example of the paradoxical worldview that defines early modernism. The adoption of writing as a strategy to keep at bay that troubling paradox is also a suitable instance of what Alan Wilde calls disjunctive irony. The latter characterises early modernist literature in its attempt to subjugate all insoluble paradoxes by way of presenting them in an artistic form (1987: 10). In the view of early modernists art turns out to be able to sublimate nonsense into brilliance, and hence becomes the human-made promised-land with which to substitute for the lost one. Irigoien’s conception of literature seems rather close: ‘For me, words are the way to shape life. If I did not write, I would say I live but I am homeless, because there is no form. When I write I feel myself at home’ (Uria 1982). 
Yet substitutes, however good they might be, are commonly felt to be unsatisfactory replacements for the lost original. As Wilde points out, ‘[i]nevitably, works of disjunctive (…) irony achieve not resolution but closure’ (1987: 10). Irigoien’s novel significantly closes by replicating the same page that opened the narrative, a blank page with a sole character printed on it: ‘?’. For the most part, there only remains the bittersweet remembrance of the desired ideal that never came true. In a word: nostalgia.

III. The apocalyptic worldview of late modernism: 
Anjel Lertxundi’s Argizariaren egunak (1998)​[22]​
Inasmuch as the early modernist model of reality does not manage to open a path up to the desired goal of Truth it can be said to be unsuccessful. Trying to amend the model in use in order to make another attempt would be a logical step forward. Yet, as will be shown below, in this case nothing lies ahead other than the complete depletion of the model. Argizariaren egunak is a fine example of the so-called literature of exhaustion in Basque fiction.​[23]​ The main character, former photojournalist Mitxel Etxart, barely does anything other than remembering and writing since having been sent to a psychiatric hospital two years earlier accused of killing his girlfriend Ada.​[24]​ Both were working at the same production company. Although they got along with each other, Ada was somewhat annoyed at Mitxel´s obsession with Danel, the company manager. As a matter of fact, Ada and Danel had previously been a couple. In Mitxel´s view, Danel had been gifted with special talents and insight, and had both an easy savoir-faire and the admiration of his peers. Troubled by envy, Mitxel behaved in an overly submissive way with Danel, even when having to face his tricks to win Ada back. Mitxel´s main goal in life was to defeat his boss in that unspoken dispute, as he believed that victory would also earn him personal fulfilment. Driven by obsession, Mitxel gradually neglected Ada, who in turn lost interest in the relationship. Mitxel started to think that Ada was getting back together with Danel, as his suspicions grew more and more wicked and insane. In the end, consumed with jealousy, or unable to face the humiliation of getting beaten once more by Danel, Mitxel killed Ada.
	Mitxel has not been able to attain his ideal of self-fulfilment through dominance, and will never able to do so, as no ideal image of himself could ever accommodate the dreadful deed of Ada’s murder. There is no possible redemption; the situation is a point of no-return. Lertxundi’s novel presents a model of reality in which the concept of telos is both central―Mitxel’s dream of individual fulfilment―and an absolute chimera―which will forever remain unavoidably out of reach. Thus the modernist struggle hits its dead-end and reaches the stage of late modernism. At that point, discarding the idea of telos and conceiving and trying out other models of reality could have been a plausible way out. Yet an alternative to denying the idea of telos is to deny reality itself and embrace nothingness. That is precisely the choice made by late modernists. 
In late modernists’ account of reality, language loses all its referential capabilities, and the world is not an object of knowledge anymore, but a distressing and inescapable darkness that surrounds us completely. Likewise in Argizariaren egunak Mitxel Etxart consciously substitutes a psychotic fantasy for real facts in his narrative of the past. He introduces the character of Death in the story, first to rescue him safely from a serious car accident, then to threaten Ada with death at a company party, and finally to prompt in him suspicions of adultery against his girlfriend and to persuade him to murder her. According to Mitxel, he did not kill Ada, just feigned doing so by strangling the image of the girl in the “Death and the Maiden” painting at the Basel Kunstmuseum. Reality and fantasy are completely blended and given the same status. Mitxel becomes indifferent to those opposites.​[25]​ His writings are just the simulacrum of an act of remembrance entirely devoid of the goal of making sense of his past.​[26]​ Completely estranged from reality, Mitxel plays a terminal game of foolish and miserable solipsism. Writing or not, telling or not makes no difference whatsoever. Mitxel Etxart―or rather Anjel Lertxundi―has thus resorted to what Ihab Hassan called the literature of silence.​[27]​
	Late modernism could be understood as an honest attempt to take to its limits the modern endeavour to find an absolute, conclusive, and immutable truth. It is late modernists’ truthfulness that makes them acknowledge the futility of all former trials to reach Truth. Yet in their view it is just those paths previously walked that are wrong, not the desired goal itself. Late modernists’ eagerness impels them to efface all previous attempts and start over with a clean slate. Their outright denial of reality implies total devastation. That is one of the reasons why their worldview can be said to be apocalyptic. Yet devastation here is intended to preserve the idea of Truth. Certainly, late modernists seek revelation, which is a further reason for discussing an apocalyptic worldview. Late modernism is still modern thought as it is grounded through and through on the teleological modern model of reality. It is just the reverse side of the coin of Modernity: Utopia on the one side, silence on the other. As Hassan himself puts it, ‘mystics have always maintained that the way down is also the way out and that the end of things heralds a new beginning―negative transcendence, as we call it today, is a form of transcendence nevertheless’ (Hassan 1967: 4).

IV. The promissory worldview of postmodernism: 
Joseba Sarrionandia’s Lagun izoztua (2001)​[28]​
To summarize, with regard to premodernism, early and late modernisms we should emphasise their tenacious drive to superimpose on reality preconceived models and recognize as real only what the human mind has previously desired, expected, or imagined to be so. Those preconceived models are set up as telos, thus completely determining how reality is perceived. In contrast, postmodernism―understood here basically as poststructuralism—does not attempt to pre-establish what things are or should be like and avoids embracing any exactly defined telos. It refuses the modern desire for total cognitive command and makes a crucial qualitative leap with regard to how reality is understood in other worldviews.
	Lagun izoztua is a first-class example of the transition from Modernity to postmodernism.​[29]​ The protagonist, Goio Ugarte, is ‘frozen’ in his political exile in Nicaragua.​[30]​ Goio has lost all abilities to interact with his environment: unable to speak, recognize anybody, or undertake any activity whatsoever, he spends his days sitting on the floor of his hut, completely motionless. Maribel, Basque political refugee as well, comes to visit and helps Goio recuperate. She takes him on a journey to meet his childhood mate Andoni. After having recovered emotionally, Goio boards a research vessel bound for Antarctica. 
	As Goio’s story unfolds, we get to know the reasons that brought him into desolation. The Basque Country stands out, featured as a political project that the main characters in the novel have made into the axis of their lives. The desire to live in a free and fraternal homeland has been impossible to fulfil, while the struggle against the Spanish state has instead forced those characters into exile, opening a wide gap between reality and dreams. But Goio has not ‘frozen’ simply because of the failure to achieve his goals or the burden of exile. The problem is not this provisional defeat; the problem is the project itself. Goio has ‘frozen’ because the model of reality he was handling to understand the world has thoroughly failed. Life has turned out to be not the least bit as he had pictured and desired. Now he does not know how to face that collapse, as he had staked all his hopes on the now ruined ideal.
	Goio’s mistake has been to believe that there was a clearly defined telos for the Basque Country and that helping to attain it was his mission in life. Thus, in order to be ‘defrosted’ and return to life he has to change his worldview. That is precisely what he achieves on his journey.​[31]​ He comes to understand that essences do not quite conform to the things of this world, because these are in themselves blurry. We just cannot know exactly what things are or should be like, and that invalidates both the concepts of absolute knowledge and telos.​[32]​ That does not mean that nothing can be known at all, but that knowledge can only be interpretation.​[33]​ 
If all we can do is just interpret, the modern goal of fully comprehending the world is simply a delusion. However accurate we might believe our knowledge to be, there will always remain some other reality outside the rational structure of our mental framework. We are not strictly cut off from accessing that other reality.​[34]​ Yet whatever the ‘portion’ of otherness we might manage to bring into the realm of reason there will always remain some other beyond, impossible for us to grasp.​[35]​ Accepting such a situation involves a certain detachment from reality that Alan Wilde links to postmodernism and calls suspensive irony.​[36]​ It entails the overcoming of modern essentialism and the will to envisage the world on the basis that no unquestionable principles are available anymore.
Even if it makes the very notion of a natural goal for humankind unsuited, such acceptance is not a path into indifference or nihilism. Certainly, postmodernism does not allow for utopian fulfilments. Having rejected the notion of telos, reality can only be conceived of as intrinsically intertwined with areas of indeterminacy and undecidability. That is, the future becomes a time for certain areas of otherness to possibly arise, and to that extent, the idea of a totally predictable or programmable future is a naïve pretension. Postmodernist acceptance entails the will to carry onto that unforeseeable future, the commitment to engage with it. Thus postmodernism can be said to be a promissory worldview, even if it involves just a bare promise of continuity that cannot actually be linked to any specific content. Lagun izoztua ends in such a promissory tone, a few lines filled with postmodernist uncertainties, echoes both of defeat and triumph, newness and repetition, but above all a clear commitment to carry on, a firm assent, and even hope. The narrator addresses Goio, the protagonist:

And as you head for the future, it´ll feel as if you are heading for the past. You have lost all you once had, for you had certainly more than can be had, and yet you will know you still have the most precious thing that can be had, time.
Yes, time.
And your chance will be better than even that of Ulysses, because wherever you go, you will return to a place you have never been before. (433)

Conclusion: A Path into Otherness
Having thus featured the four worldviews in this tentative typology for contemporary Basque fiction, I will now put forth a few overall remarks for the period considered here (1975-2001). To start with, the four worldviews seem to have arisen in Basque narrative following the same order proposed for their emergence in Western literature.​[37]​ None of them has superseded completely its predecessor, so that they came to coexist all together towards the end of the last century. 
	As to their relative weight within the system, postmodernism is clearly not mainstream in the period, even if it has made a vigorous entrance in the field.​[38]​ It should come as no surprise that modern essentialism was still dominant at the turn of the century, as the concepts of reason and progress, and the entire Modernity project are still deeply rooted in present-day Western culture. Yet it seems sensible to postulate that postmodernism could become more prominent in Basque literature over the next few decades.  The reality of the Basque Country―at least as far as national identity is concerned―is rapidly developing a non-essentialist shape: not only has monolingualism come to be an extinct trait among Basque speakers in the last few decades with  dual identities consequently becoming a de facto reality among them, but also globalization is steadily contributing to an unstoppable hybridization effect, so that Basqueness is being vigorously pushed to find the way to re-inscribe itself within this new reality as a non-essence. 
	With regard to Gabilondo’s proposal of a postnational stage in Basque literature, his suggestion is not that the nation and nationalism are vanishing but transforming and diversifying themselves; they persist in ‘heterogeneous, fragmentary and global ways’ (2006: 21). Building on this ontological argument, Gabilondo states that the question is ‘to conceive of the Basque Country not as a character or an identity, but as a situation, a position, a location’ (2006: 23). I agree with this understanding of the postnational, and I suggest that it coincides with the postmodernist view on the nation that has been outlined above. In that sense, Sarrionandia’s Lagun izoztua, the last novel analysed in these pages, should be considered as a piece of postnational fiction. However, Gabilondo incorporates to the discussion another line of argument, namely that Basque postnational literature emerges precisely as the overcoming of the need to produce a Basque national allegory (2006: 27). But then he transforms this idea into a thematic argument, making the postnational an exclusive category for works not focused on the nation―women’s writing, genre fiction, non-nationalist spaces—and excluding from it every work with a focus on national issues (2006: 50-3). This criterion thus would remove Sarrionandia’s Lagun izoztua from the postnational category. That is, whereas Gabilondo’s ontological argument considers the postnational still as national—and global―, the thematic argument turns away and considers the postnational as non-national.​[39]​ 
	Certainly, Basque literature seems nowadays exempt from the task of providing the Basques with a reassuring account of their singularity and distinctiveness, probably because the perception of Basqueness as an essence is quickly being ruled out. Yet that does not mean that the Basques have become indifferent to the national component(s) of their identity. Moreover, as they get to understand that unlike the single identities in the neighbouring nations—Spain, France—Basque identity has become intrinsically diverse, there arises a sense of urgency to come up with renewed ways both to understand what being Basque means and to shape Basqueness into open-ended individual and collective forms. The Basque nation matters, also in Basque literature. I would then suggest that a postmodernist national allegory is still demanded by the Basques, even once entered the postnational stage.​[40]​ I would also suggest that the only argument required for a coherent definition of postnational literature is the first offered by Gabilondo, the ontological argument, which I have equated with a postmodernist understanding of the concept of nation.
What such a postmodernist national allegory might actually look like is a question whose answer falls out of the scope of this article. At any rate, any attempt at answering that question will always have to be made in the awareness of the partial and provisional character of its outcome. No full answers to what Basqueness is should never again be expected. There are no concrete political or linguistic objectives that could be regarded as the natural goals to achieve for the Basque Country. Any attempt to set up specific boundaries to the idea of Basqueness could be challenged by the suggestion that what fell outside is as Basque as what remained inside. That is not to say that those boundaries are not necessary, but rather that the decision on where to set them cannot be taken on the grounds of any immutable principle.
Modernity envisioned the task of getting to fully comprehend reality, but postmodernism has proved that idea wrong. However precise, however refined we might consider our knowledge, our moulding of the world to be, there will always be some remainder of reality beyond our grasp, there will always be some other reality, there will always be otherness. The task of trying to make sense of the world even upon the premise that Truth will forever be beyond reach is tough. Yet postmodernism impels us to try and learn, learn to embrace the new reality, learn to think otherness. 
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^1	  This article is part of the IT 806-13 project financed by the Basque Government.
^2	  The Basque literary history edited by Olaziregi opens the section devoted to the 20th and 21st centuries with a chapter on narrative, which is also considerably more extensive than the following ones on poetry, plays, essays, children’s literature, translated literature and ‘other Basque literatures’ (2012: 5-6). More significantly, Gabilondo has singled out Ramon Saizarbitoria’s last novel Martutene (2012) as both ‘the most important Basque novel ever written’ and ‘a primus inter pares work called to occupy the new centre of the canon’ (2013a: 13). 
^3	  Unless otherwise noted, all translations are my own.
^4	  	I will discuss how the typology introduced here relates to Gabilondo’s proposal about the beginning of a postnational stage in contemporary Basque fiction later in the paper. 
^5	 	Jürgen Habermas is the main reference here: ‘The project of modernity formulated in the eighteenth century by the philosophers of the Enlightenment consisted in their efforts to develop objective science, universal morality and law, and autonomous art according to their inner logic. At the same time, this project intended to release the cognitive potentials of each of these domains from their esoteric forms. The Enlightenment philosophers wanted to utilize this accumulation of specialized culture for the enrichment of everyday life―that is to say, for the rational organization of everyday social life’ (Habermas 1993: 103).
^6	 	If the true nature of an entity—revealed upon reaching its telos—were not at the same time its essence, that true nature would actually be contingent to the entity considered, and therefore should not really be taken to be its true nature; the only way to avoid this contradiction is to equate telos and essence.
^7	 	Ernesto Laclau, for example, replies here to Habermas: ‘If something has characterized the discourses of modernity, it is their pretension to intellectually dominate the foundation of the social, to give a rational context to the notion of the totality of history, and to base in the latter the project of a global human emancipation. As such, they have been discourses about essences and fully present identities based in one way or another upon the myth of a transparent society’ (Laclau 1989: 71-2).
^8	 	By means of this brief formulation of the critique of Modernity by postmodernist thinkers that I put forward here, I adhere to that particular way of understanding postmodernism that tends to identify it with poststructuralism, as can be found in the work of Linda Hutcheon (1988: 188) or Robert Eaglestone (2004: 2) for example. In turn, poststructuralism refers here basically to the work of Jacques Derrida and Jean-François Lyotard, and more specifically to the line of thought they have developed in their analysis of modern reason and the notion of telos; see, for instance, ‘Force of Law’ (Derrida 2002) and ‘Answering the Question: What is Postmodernism?’ (Lyotard 1984). 
^9	 	It is necessary to note at this point that both modernism and postmodernism are controversial categories that have brought about a significant amount of disagreement. Hans Bertens concluded his thorough review on the various ways to understand postmodernism stating the impossibility to put forward a coherent definition (Bertens 1986: 10). Steven Connor also pointed out that modernism itself should not really be thought of as a homogeneous trend (Connor 1997: 113). Out of the multiple—and occasionally contradictory—concepts that have been used to characterise the evolution to postmodernism in 20th-century Western literature, I have selected the ones that seemed to apply best to contemporary Basque fiction and put together an account of the particular way in which that evolution has taken place in the field. In my view, the gradual transition from essentialist worldviews to non-essentialist ones is the main trait of that particular evolution.
^10	 	I follow the work of historians of literature Alan Wilde and Ihab Hassan to pin down that process of progressive discredit. I adopt here basically Wilde’s typology―premodernism, modernism, late modernism and postmodernism―, substituting his understanding of late modernism for that of Hassan’s, and referring to modernism as early modernism. See Wilde: 1987; Hassan: 1967. That does not mean that my proposal does not converge at certain points with some of the most favoured accounts on postmodernist fiction, such as those by Hutcheon (1988) or McHale (1992)—as the former, I also see poststructuralism as the most suitable background to analyse postmodernism; as the latter, I also see a change of dominant from epistemology to ontology in the transition from essentialist to non-essentialist worldviews. However, in my opinion, the combination of Wilde’s and Hassan’s formulations mentioned earlier on is the most suitable to convey the specificities of contemporary Basque fiction.
^11	 	A couple of dozen novels have been analysed in the process of putting together this proposal. The limited space here does not allow trying the typology on a wider corpus. At any rate, I introduce the typology here as a tentative proposal that should obviously be further tested and discussed.
^12	 	The authors selected―Koldo Izagirre (1953), Joan Mari Irigoien (1948), Anjel Lertxundi (1948) and Joseba Sarrionandia (1958)―are central to the canon of Basque narrative in the period considered here. 
^13	 	Koldo Izagirre (1953) is a prolific and prominent contemporary Basque writer. He contributed greatly in the 1970s to the development of an incipient literary system and has since worked on all genres. The quality of his production is unquestionable, but he occupies a somewhat displaced position within the canon, probably because of the boldness with which his firm social and political opinions are reflected in his writings.
^14	 	The Spanish translation was published by Hiru publishers: Malandanzas de un Aguirre llamado Mecha (1997).
^15	 	A gaztetxe is typically an abandoned property occupied by left-wing nationalist young people to develop self-managed cultural and political activities.
^16	 	 In his well-known contribution, Brian McHale characterises modernist fiction in terms of its epistemological dominant. Modernism is thus mainly concerned about human knowledge, its accessibility, reliability, transmission, dissemination, etc. (1992: 146-7). Similarly, in Izagirre’s Metxa the main concern is how humans can access the real truth of life. I suggest that the centrality of epistemology in modernism is shared by both premodernism and late modernism.
^17	 	Agirre is Metxa´s surname, which is used in the novel as a label for the combative spirit the novelist pleads for.
^18	 	Wilde points out that premodernism imagines a world lapsed from a recoverable norm, where paradise is still attainable, ‘a reward for those capable of recognizing and correcting (…) the error of their ways. In either case, the possibility of recuperation, of mending the fracture, persists, and with it the dream—moral, psychological, or interpersonal— of wholeness’ (Wilde 1987: 9-10).
^19	 	Joan Mari Irigoien (1948) is well-known for having introduced Latin-American influences into Basque fiction since the 1970s. His novel Babilonia (1989) is one of the best-selling Basque literary works of all time. He is central to the period of Basque literature considered here. Yet he is rarely included within the core of the canon, probably because his writings are often shaped by a patent Manichean point of view.  
^20	 	The Spanish translation was published by Hiru: La tierra y el viento (1997).
^21	 	This novel fully conforms to McHale’s suggestion that modernist novels are centrally concerned with epistemological issues. 
^22	 	Anjel Lertxundi (1948) occupies a central place in the canon of contemporary Basque narrative. His literary endeavour is characterised by a restless search for the poetic “I”. Among his many and varied achievements, his prose has greatly contributed to the consolidation of a precise and stylised variety of modern literary Basque language. 
^23	 	Alfaguara published the Spanish translation: Los días de la cera (2001).
^24	 	At the beginning, Mitxel Etxart seems genuinely committed to the attempt to find an acceptable explanation to his recent behaviour. Basically, he needs to know why he acted the way he did. The novel holds onto this epistemological dominant up to the end.
^25	 	Mitxel’s estrangement from reality is absolute. He does not even care whether he killed Ada or not: ‘I did not kill Ada is just one way to start an exculpatory testimony I was going to send the judge. Just one. The inculpatory I killed Ada is another one. I tried a few more later on, until I finished the one I finally sent’ (14).
^26	 	Mitxel fails to achieve a reassuring understanding of himself and his place in the world, but the dominant focus of the novel is epistemological all the way through.
^27	 	This is how Hassan formulates the late modernist impossibility to achieve true knowledge: ‘Language has become void; therefore words can only demonstrate their emptiness. Certainty in knowledge is no longer possible; therefore epistemology must become parody (…) only one thing [is left] intact: the capacity of human consciousness to reflect upon itself and to entertain its own end. Thus literature becomes the inaudible game of a solipsist.’ (1967: 30-1)
^28	 	Joseba Sarrionandia (1958) is one of the three or four best contemporary Basque writers. He was imprisoned in 1980 for his activity as member of ETA, escaped in 1985 and has since lived in clandestine exile. He is a non-dogmatic yet strong advocate of Basque independence. His literature is informed by a worldview full of subtleties and nuances that also extend to his view on the nation.
^29	 	This outstanding novel has been translated only into German: Der gefrorene Mann (2007), by Blumenbar-Verlag publishers. 
^30	 	The English translation of the title would read The Frozen Man. 
^31	 	Here is Andoni who reflects on a change of worldview derived from his work as anthropologist: ‘(…) we don’t normally learn anything other than what we already knew. We organize new material according to our mental framework, regardless of whatever doesn’t fit into our previous knowledge. However, while I was with the Nantu part of my framework vanished away.’ (85-6)
^32	 	Andoni accepts calmly not being able to fully understand reality: ‘(…) I don´t quite know whether anything happened at all. I wasn´t working with the Nantu, nor was I using a scientific approach. Besides, I was ill and had hallucinations. When I recall it now I don´t know even whether all that really happened or not’ (86). 
^33	 	As Derrida puts it: ‘one cannot refer to [reality] except in an interpretative experience. The latter neither yields meaning nor assumes it except in a movement of differential referring. That’s all’ (1988: 148).
^34	 	In the last passage quoted above, for instance, Andoni seems to have had a glimpse of otherness, a space beyond his usual mental framework suddenly disclosed to his eyes. 
^35	 	Andoni’s sense of unreality is shared by other characters and pervades the novel, becoming a primary means to convey a sense of otherness. It is most noticeably during Goio’s journey to Antarctica, which he perceives as ‘nearly oneiric, almost unreal’ (230). 
^36	 	Postmodernism ‘abandons the quest for paradise altogether—the world in all its disorder is simply (or not so simply) accepted’ (1987: 10). 
^37	 	I suggest these works as the first appearances of premodernism, early modernism, late modernism and postmodernism: Kresala (1906); Leturiaren egunkari ezkutua (1957); Ene Jesus (1976); Obabakoak (1988).
^38	 	Mercero (2005, 2006) has pointed out and analysed Atxaga’s postmodernism as shown both in Obabakoak (1988) and Soinujolearen semea (2003) [The Accordeonist’s Son (2008)]. In addition to those works and Lagun izoztua, I can point to just one more postmodernist novel in the period, Joxemari Iturralde’s Izua Hemen (1989).
^39	 	This is how he reformulates his ontological argument: ‘(…) opens a Basque postnational 21st century to real alternatives, where the ‘post’ rather than ‘non-national’ means ‘national and global’ and the modern project of the nation-state needs to be rethought’ (2013b: 33).
^40	  	My contention here would be that the terms postnational and postmodernist are interchangeable. In that sense, a demand for a postnational national allegory could also be made, which would expose an issue around the terminology we are employing. We might need to start ruling out the term nation and substitute it for another one more suited to the non-essentialist worldview we are proposing here. Maybe something as simple and straight as culture would do. Then the demand above might be reformulated as the need for a postnational cultural allegory.
